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INTRODUCTION

It is comrnonplace now to observe that in the late 2Oth century war is more ofien than flot

being wagcd against civilians. How appropriate, thien, that civilians are beginning to play a

predominant role in United Nations' peace support operations (PS Os) intended to bring an end

to war and a bcginning of peace.

Clearly, civilians have a large stake in the outcome of such undertakings. But civilian

participation in peace support operations is more than a reflection of their intcrest. It is the resuit,

instead, of three closcly relate4 developments: the end of the Cold War, thec prominence of intra-

state conflict, and the resort to peacebuilding as a method for addressing these post-cold war

corfifcts.

PSOs have rcsponded to these developments by becoming a multi-disciplinary art to a far

greater degrec than they wcre in thic fixst 45 ycars of United Nations (UN) peace missions. As

such, they represent the international community's struggle to corne to grips with conflict and its

resolution on the doorstcp of the ncw millennium. Front and centre in that struggle is the effort

to promote peacebuilding. Indced, PSOs arc ofien the entry point for a longer terni UN bid to

build peace in recently war-torn socicties.

In this study, I will examine how civilian peacebuilding is being integratcd into UN
mandated PSOs. While the focus will be on some of the more recent or ongoing missions --

MINURCA i thec Central African Republic, UNOMSIL in Sierra Leone, UNTAES in Eastern

Siavonia, MLNURSO in Western Sahara, and UNOML in Liberia -- reference will also be made





questions that wil be implicitly asked and hopeftilly answered by the study.

The rest of the paper is divided into four sections. First, a short section on background
and definitions will establish the parameters of discussion and provide the context for the study.
Next, is a section devoted to the exarnination of the mandates of recent operations to determine
how peacebuilding is faring in these missions and what trends cari be identified for the future.
The third section will build on the first two, refiecting on the progress that bas been made,
identifying the challenges that remain, and proposing some tentative reconinendations for
Canada, both in termis of what it can do at home and at the United Nations. The final section
will draw some general conclusions.

An advisory about limitations. This paper is certainly flot the first word on the subject
of UN PSOs, nor is it intended to be the last. A far more detailed, thorough-going and intensive
study would be required to do the subject complete justice. lime-limitations prevent that.
Hopefully, though, this paper will give policymakers and interested observers pause to reflect
about the nature of current PSOs and how Canada and the United Nations can best contribute to
such complex undertakings, and perhaps move them to consider at least some of the





I. FROM PEACEKEEPING TO PEACE SUPPORT OPERATIONS

Background

The final death rattie of the Cold War and the consequent rise of intra-state conflict

spurred a resurgent interest in both the United Nations and in different forms of peacekeeping.

More specifically, it created enthusiasni for différent forms of UN military operations to stem the

rising tide of internai armed conflict in which genocide -- or ethnic cleansing -- and the targeting

of civilians is rapidly becoming a repellent norm.' Traditional peacekeeping -- interpositionary

militarY forces monitoring a cease-fire -- would flot be enough it was argued.

New terms were invented and some old concepts revived: Multi-disciplinary peacekeeping,
composite missions, humanitarian intervention, peace enforcement and peacebuilding. The

international coxnmunity became giddy with the possibilities. They were further emboldened by

Security Council resolution 688 authorizing UN intervention to protect the Kurds ini Northern Iraq

from Iraqi military forces following the Gulf War. UNICEF Executive Director James Grant

characterized the resolution as an "abrupt break with the past" and a "precedent" in the cause of

humanitarian intervention when state sovereignty is invoked to violate human rights.2 Respected





jurisdiction. Military huxnanitarianism provides a bridge between
Cold, War military capabilities and the vision of new world order
proponents?

It was in this heady atrnosphere that UN Secretary General Boutros Boutros-Ghali

Led bis Agenda for Peace, which i its prescription for a comprehensive approach to peace

riot only for peacekeeping but for peace enforcement.. Old and respected UN hands like

an Urquhart -- also known as Mr. Peacekeeping -- called for the establishment of voluntary

Iitary brigades to undertake enforcement activity especially i cases of gross transgressions

.an rights.4 But very quickly, this sCflse of optinism that the UN could enforce peace

mu1d intercede to prevent humanitarian disasters was dashed on the shores of conflicts i

,Somalia, and Rwanda. The new world order was tested -- along with many of the new

tions about forceful peacekeeping -- and found wanting.

Out of this crucible of failure one thing becanie abundantly clear: Feace cannot be

d on warring societies but must be a shared desire sincerely conumitted to by combatants

ffort is to stand a reasonable chance of success.5 It also became clear that internecine

,mal armed conflicts would be a primary feature of the international landscape unless and

e root causes underlying them were addressed. While enthusiasrn for peace enforcement-

tivities began to recede, peacebuilding rose to the fore as method for addressing deep-





In the Canadian government's definition, peacebuilding is the effort to, strengthen the

prospects for internai peace in formerly war-torn societies, and decrease the likelihood of renewed

violent con.flict. The overarching goal of peacebuilding is to enhance the indigenous capacity of

a society to manage conflict without violence. Ultimnately, then, peacebuilding aims at building

huxnan security, a concept that includes democratic governance, human rights, the rule of law,

sustainable development, and equitable access to resources.

While a more precise definition of peacebuilding remains elusive, there is considerable

agreement about what it should entail on the ground.6 Peacebuildîng can involve a wide array

of initiatives and activities aimed at reducing tensions and strengthening mechanisms for peaceful

conflict resolution ini countries prone to large scale violence. These peacebuilding activities are

intended to create a more stable atmosphere in which the root causes of conilict can be addressed.

The list of activities which can considered as peacebuilding is practically endless depending on

the local context, but included in most standard lists are many of the functions of modem





* strengthening civil society

* psychological support

The list could go on. Nearly as striking is the number of different agencies and

organizations that can dlaim a share of the peacebuilding pie: governrent departments, and

agencies; national and international relief and development actors; non-govemmiental

organizations; private sector companies; international financial institutions; and regional

organizations. Each of them are eager to exploit the nexus between development and security

commonly known as peacebuilding.

The inclusion of many of these activities, along with different civilian organizations, in

the planning and undertaking of modem peacekeeping has led to the use of the broader term
4epeace support operations" to describe today's complex missions. It is a terni that is intended to

embrace the wider and more engaged nature of the activity in the field. While not used by the

United Nations itself - wbich maintains a Department of Peacekeeping Operations - "peace

support operations" or "I>SOs" is the terni now used bs the Canadian Rovemnlent to describe thec





RECENT OPERATIONS AND MANDATES

The report of the International Peace Academy's most recent annual Vienna Seminar, held
1998, contained the following bold statement:

[PJ erhaps the greatest challenge of peacekeeping operations today
is commng to terms with the fact that classic peacekeeping mandates
are, for the most part, a thing of the past. Besides ingering
exarnples such as the UN Peace-keeping force i Cyprus
(UNFICYP) - which many would argue has ftozen the situation in
Cyprus - and the UN Military Observer Croup i India and
ýPakistan (UNMOGIP), first-generation peacekeeping is barely





In this regard, we also need to remember that the UN lias been faced with a series of quite

different and dangerous challenges ini the last ten years, challenges for which, for the most part,

it lias never been equipped nor prepared, either constitutionally or in terms of huznan and

fmnancial resources. While it lias met some of them, it lias failed abysmally at others.

Nevertheless, it tends to be judged by its performance as a whole and each new operation

cont emplated, regardless of what type it is, bears the stigmna of ail past failures. If the

organization caxi be criticized for moving too slowly to adopt new methods, procedures, and

mechanisms to meet today 1 s realities, it niight also be excused somewhat for practicing due

diligence in a complicated international environmnit.

The second thing to take from the IPA statement is that the new PSOs are highly complex

iundertakings involving a bewildering array of actors fromn a variety of backgrounds with différent

levels of experience, flot to'mention motivations, engaging in what is intrinsically and intricately

a deeply politicized and resource-challenged process. No wonder, then, that progress is slow and

advancements are incremental. We should not be surprised either that given the political and
bureaucratic nature of the organization, there are limits to what can be expected in ternas of





In January 1949, unarmed UN military observers were deployed to the border between

India and Pakistan to patrol and observe a cease-fire line in the disputed state of Jammu and

Kashmir. UNMOGIP's functions were to observe, report, and investigate complaints of cease-fire

violations and submit its finding to each party and to thec Secretary-General. Seven-years later the

first armed peacekeepiug troops (UNEF I) were deployed to the Middle East during the Suez

Crisis to secure and supervise a cease-fire between Egypt on one side and Britain, France and

Israel on the other.

For forty years, until 1989, peacekeeping feil into the pattern that these operations set.

Prior to the UTNTAG mission to Namibia, peacelceepers priniarily conducted one of four jobs:

internai pacification to prevent the renewal of fighting in an intra-state conflict; buffer forces

separating warring parties lu an inter-state conflict; border patrois, involving cease-fire

supervision, fact-finding, rei)ortiùR and DatrollinR. and observation. unarmed surDervision of a





* A large Civilian Operations component was attached to the mostly disastrous 1960 to,1964 UN mission to the Congo (ONUC). This compontent was responsible for relief andcivil reconstruction and remained after the mnilitary peacekeeping forces had lefi.

* The interminable peacekeeping mission in Cyprus (UNFICYP) has included both acivilian Operations Economic department and a civilian police (UNCIVPOL) component
to help maintain law and order; and

P eacekeeping operations in Lebanon (UNIFIL), Israel-Syria (UNDOF), Gaza (UNEF I),and following the 1973 Middle East war (UNEF II) ail engaged in peacebuilding-type
activities, from iuivolvement in civic affairs to the provision of humnanitarian. relief."0

Stili, the point of departure for the current trend in mu1ti-disciplinary peace support
)peratiol2s is generally agreed to be the relatively recent undertaking in Naniibia in 1989. There,
JNTAG was deployed to supervise and oversee elections that established the country independent
)f South Africa. Electioti observers, civillan police (CIVI>OL) constitutional experts, and an

ntenatonl jrit seaheaedthe mission whose activities, again, were complemented by a UN





The United Nations Observer Group in Central America (ONUCA) was a more or less

tjonal peacekeeping operation, while the United Nations Observer Group in El Salvador

'>AL) went beyond traditional peacekeeping. ONUCA was a military operation established

ember 1989 to monitor compliance by the signatories with the security aspects of the

ulas HL peace accord in Central America. Lt was, however, accompanied by both a civilian

tional Support and Verification Commrission (CIAV) to assist in the demobilization of the

in Nicaragua, and an election supervisory compontent, the United Nations Observer

.1 for Verification of Elections in Nicaragua (ONUVEN).

Like UNTAG in Narnibia, the tasks of the znilitary component of ONUCA were similar

e traditionally associated with peacekeeping. Lt is worth noting, however, that the Chief

y Observer for ONLJCA did participate with thé, head of ONUVEN in negotiations between

going and incoming Nicaraguan governmnents, and the National Resistance following the

i. ONUCA also collaborated with civilian UN agencies in offering material inducements

iobilization including food, temporary housing and basic social services. Finally, ONUCA





huxnan rights monitoring could serve, flot only as a component of a UN peace support operation
but could be central to such undertakings While ONIJSAL consisted mostly of civilians (huinan
rights observers, legal and political advisers and educators) it included fifteen military liaison
officers and twenty-seven police advisers (the total strength projected for these two components
was 1000). With other UN agencies, ONIJSAI also focused its efforts on socio-economic
development in El Salvador.

In the early 1990s, both ONUCA and ONUSAL illustrated the need for even further-
reacbing peacekeeping mandates, where possible, emphasizing peacebuilding in depth. Indeed,
Stephen Baranyi and Liisa North argued that ONUCA and ONUSAL were illustrative of why
peacekeeping miust be combjned with effective peacebuilding if conflicts are to be resolved, flot





... while the shooting wars have stopped in Nicaragua and El
Salvador ..niany of the structural underpinnings of coaflict remain,
and the progress which has been achieved in some areas remains
fragile. This is obvious in the case of the region's dramatic socio-
economlc mnequalities, but it is also truc with respect to hunian
rights violations, military praetorianisrn and other conflict
sustaining features of Central Amnerican societies.

MINUGUA

Hunian rights violations as a conflict sustaining feature ini Central America were addressed
head on in the 1994 UN Huinan Rights Verification Mission ini Guatemala (IMINLGIA).
Established by the General Assembly, a rare but flot unheard of occurrence, MINUGUA was
directed specifically to address a persistent pattern of huxnan rights abuses in the country. It
carried out both verification and institution-building activities, empîoying more than 250 hunian
rights monitors, legal experts, police, and indigenous specialists. I verification, MINUGUA
mfonitored compliance of the goverment and the Unidad Revolucionaria Nacional Guatemalteca
(LIRNO) to both the Comprehensive Agreement on Human Rights and human rights aspects of

a group





as a worthwhile precedent for attempts to entrench peacebuilding into future PSO mandates.

UNTAC

The UN operation ini Camnbodia set a precedent of a different sort. In conception at least,
the United Nations Transitional Authority ini Camnbodia (UNTAC) carried peacekeeping beyond
peacebuilding into nation-building. It was one of the largest, most ambitious (and expensive!)
full- service peacekeeping operations ever, involving seven componients: human rights, electoral,
miilitai y, civil administration, civilian police (CIVPOL), repatriation, and rehabilitation. Together

these components were responsible for supervising the peace agreement, administering the country
during the transition period, attending the birth of democracy through the holding of an election,
and initiating, through rehabilitation efforts, the reconstruction of Carnbodia.

The civilian aspects of TJNTAC clearly focused on a number of peacebuilding activities
that could be interpreted as precursors for today's operations. CIVPOL's duties, for instance,
included protecting human rights and fundaniental freedoms and supervising Uic local police force
to ensure Uic effective and impartial implementation of law and order. It trained local forces in





111. PEACE SUPPORT OPERATIONS TODAY

MI1NURSO in the Western Sahara

The peacekeeping operation in the Western Sahara followed* close on the heels of the
UN, s successful undertaking in Namibia. The Settiement Plan of 1988 that MINURSO was
established to implement called for an interirn ceasefire between Morocco, which, was then (and
stili is) occupying the territory, and their POLISARIO adversaries. It also called for a process
to ensure that the people of the territory were able to express their will on the issue of self-
determination in a free and fair referendum.

More specifically, the peace plan asked that a Special Representative of the Secretary
General, currently Mr. Charles Dunbar of the United States, be solely responsible for organizing
and conducting a referendum -- and ensuring that when it took place, it did so in a free and fair
environment -- in which the people could choose between independence and integration with
Morocco. The SRSG was to be assisted in this task by a UN civilian military support group.
Ina addition to a ceasefire, an exchange of prisoners between the two sides, and the cantonent
of troops, the plan called for the return, assisted by the UN, of refligees and other Western
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MINURSO is comprised of military observers, armed troops, a civilian componient. And

local staff. Its civilian componient includes an Identification Commission, a Referendum

Commission, a Repatriation Componient, and civilian police.

Analysis

MINU-RSO has been dragging on for nearly eight full years now. A referendum was

originally scheduled to take place in the early 1 990s, but the process leading to that event has

failed to breech the starting gate. While the SRSG was appointed to take full charge of

referendum preparations during the transitional period following the ceasefire, thec parties in

confiict have squabbled over voter eligibility, blocking commencement even of the transitional

period. IvflNTRSO seems to have spent much of its time trying to identify those who are eligible

to vote.

The operation in Western Sahara may yet prove successfùl once the parties agree on a

way to resolve their differences over voter eligibility. Stili, it has been a considerable drain on





at least in public perceptions.

UNOMIL ini Liberia

The savage arrned conflict in Liberia that began in 1989 is an archetype of the kinds of
internai wars that UN PSOs are established to help resolve. Civilians have been the primary
victims, nurnbering up to 150,000 kiled. Law and order broke down completely during the war.
Refugees nunibering 700,000 flooded into neighbouring countries and untold numbers of people
were internally displaced.

At the saine turne, a subregional orgéanization -- the Econoniic Comxnunity of West African
States (ECOWAS) -- took the lead in settling the conflict establishing a Military Observer Group
(ECOMOG) in 1990. UNOMIL was established tbree years later under Security Council
resolution 866 to help ECOMOG iniplement the Cotonou Peace Agreement."3

UNOMIL contained both military and civilian components, the latter of which included
political, hurnanitarian, and electoral personnel. The mission was led by an SRSG to whom the





UN hunianitarian relief operations;
* report on violations of humanitarian law; and

* train ECOMOG engineers in mine clearance

In 1995, LJNOMfL's mandate was modified by Security Council Resolution 1020 to,
include investigation and reporting on violations of hurnan rights. It was also tasked with
assisting local hurnan rights groups, as appropriate, in raising voluntary contributions for training
and logistic support.

In a report to the Security Council on September 13, 1995, the Secretary General pointed
to several elements that he considered crucial for the success of the peace process in Liberia.
Those included international assistance in rebuilding the country's economy and infrastructure and
strengthening governmental institutions. He also stressed thec importance of disarmament and
demobilization of Liberia's estimated 50,000 to 60,000 combatants, of whomn as many as 25 per
cent were cbildren, aud their effective reintegration into civilian life.





water and sanitation for the dernobilization centres. It also coordinated bridging activities with
local authorities, UN agencies and international and local NGOs. HACO also chaired the Task
Force on Demobilization and Reintegration, which was comprised of UNOMIL, UN agencies,
ECOMOG, the Liberian National Disarinament and Demobilization Commission, and
representatives of the European Union, USAID, and international and national NGOs. The Task
Force established subcommittees to deal with child soldiers and resettlement. UNICEF working
with UNOMIfL took the lead on this issue.

UNOMIL also incluçled a human rights officer who provided assistance to the SRSG in
fulfilling the human rights aspect of the mandate. In addition to the duties prescribed by its
mandate in this regard, UNOMIL worked with the Liberian Ministry of Justice, UNDP, and the
Crime Prevention and Criminal Justice Branch of the UN Secretariat in Vienna to examine ways
in which the Liberian justice systemn could be strengthened.

Finally, UNOMIUL assisted ECOWAS in developing an electoral framework and holding
elections. A UN technical survey team was dispatched in December 1996 to identifS' what steps





as well). A Liberian peace seemed to demand every element of the peacebuilding repertoire --

in spades -- from disarmament, demobilization and reintegration, tfrrough demining and deaiing
with cbild soldiers, to human rights monitoring and elections. A full grab bag.

The resuits have been mixed, primarily because the UN camne late and as a secondary
partner to an operation that had, until then, been conducted by a subregional organization - for
six years. The resolution establishing the mission expiicitly acknowledges the secondary role and
late arrivai of the UN. For instance, it assigns ECOMOG primary responsibility for "supervising
the implementation of the military provisions of the Agreement and envisages the United Nations
role shall be to monitor and verify this process." Elsewhere it notes that UNOMIL will be the
first peacekeeping mission undertaken by the UN in cooperation with a peacekeeping mission
already set up by another organization (emphasis added), in this case ECOWAS. The Security
Council also com.mended ECOWAS for its continuing efforts to restore, peace, security and





between UNOMIfL and ECOMOG was also, lacking in the beginning since no mechanism was
established for such. This raised serious problems for the UN in its efforts to achieve its
peacebuilding agenda in Liberia. For instance, the UN was flot involved in negotiating the tinie
frame for elections that it was suppose to supervise and observe. Siinilarly, UNOIL was at a
Joss as to what to do in the face of ECOMOG hurnan rights transgressions.

The question to ask when considering the increase in regional and subregional involvement
in peace support operations is, do these organizations have the resources, skills, commitnient, and
will to conduct PSOs according to UN principles, design and Charter requirements? When the
UN abdicates in favour of regional intervention, this is something it will have less control over.

in July





permits. Furthermore the military observers are to monitor the disarmamrent and demobilization
of former combatants and monitor the role of ECOMOG in the provision of security and in the
collection and destruction of arms in secure areas. As in UNOIL, the observers in Sierra Leone
are also charged with monitoring respect for international huxnanitarian law. Finally, the military
component is asked to monitor the disarmament and demobilization of the Civil Defense Forces
(OUF).

The civilian component of the operation is mandated to advise the govemment and police
officials on police practice, training, re-equipment and recruitment, in partcular on thec need to
respect internationally accepted standards of policing in democratic societies. It will also advise
on and monitor the progress of police reformn and restructuring in Sierra Leone. Finally, the
civilian element of UNOMSIL is to report on violations of international hurnanitarian law and
human rights and assist the Govemrment in addressing human rights needs.





Council resolution establishing it, is the explicit attention to the need to protect civilians,
especially children, from the brutality of war. 1181 recognizes that civilians are the main victims
of the war. It pays special attention to children and calis for support for national progranis and
for the Special Representative on Cbildren and Armed Conflict. Indeed, given the increase in
child soldiers and the impact of many wars on children generally, 1181 offers a precedent for
including children's needs in future post-conflict peacebuilding PS Os.

MIINURCA in the Central African Republic

The UN mission to the Centrai African Republic has been hailed by one analyst as
Canada, s returu to peacekeeping in Africa in a country which he also says is a financial outcast,
ruined by years of goverument corruption and political instability, and on the brink of sliding into





.ave overall authority over ail United Nations activities in the Central Afican
C, i support of IVIINUCA ' s mandate;
-ovide good offices and mediation between the Govemniment and political parties;
»Ovide advice and facilitate tecbnical assistance in the areas of good governance
rule of law;
,ooperate with other international partners, including international financial
)ns, with the objective of supporting activities airned at establishing- the
ons for lasting peace, national reconstruction and development; and
icourage the United Nations agencies and progranis to provide assistance to theAfrican Republic, in particular in the areas referred to in thie report of the
y General.

too, is the paragraph i resolution 1159 that forms part of the Security Council
ablishing IN(JCA and giving it thie kind of mandate it has. That paragraph

that a





24
accounitable and demnocratic institutions, including assistance and advice on constitutional and
human rights issues. He noted, too, that close collaboration with the UNDP, international financial
institutions and bilateral donors would be essential in "promoting an integrated approach to post-
confliot peace-building in the Central African Republic." He proposed the establishmnent of a
special United Nations Trust Fund for this purpose.'

Analysis

Perhaps most stiling about MIfNURCA is the comprehensive peacebuilding mandate
given to thie SRSG above and beyond his leadership of the PSO. Indeed, he was given "overaîl
authority over all United Nations activities in the Central African Republic, in support of
MINURCA's mandate." Thus, the SRSG is placed at the centre of peacebuilding not just in the
PSO but in the country. In the absence of formal mechanisms for coordination this arrangrnent
provides the SRSG with the power (in theory) to ensure that ail those peacebuilding elexuents





25that involvernent to the ?SO, means that these organizations would be an appropiate source forbridge funding for peacebuilding once the PSO Ieaves.

IJNTAES ini Croatia

The Uinited Nations Transitional Administration for Eastern Siavonia, Baranja and WesternSirnium~ (UNTAES) is perhaps a model of modem peacebuilding PS Os. It was established inresponse to the 1995 Basic Agreement on the Region of Eastern Siavonia, Baranja and WesternSinnium, whjch sought the peaceful integration of that region into Croatia. The Agreement
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in the region. Lastly,

lote development and





52 officers representing other ethnic minorities.2 '

A Human Rights Monitoring Unit was established as a part of UNTARS, though flot umtil

August of 1997. In the meantime, CIVPOL played an important role i monitoring human rights,
reassuring local residents that their rights would be respected during criminal investigations and
while in custody. UTNTAES conducted human rights training programs, including a huinan rights
seminar sponsored by the Council of Europe and conducted by the operation's Joint
Implementation Comrnittee on Human Rights. The rights of refugees and intemally displaced
were monitored by both CIVPOL and UNTAES rnilitary observers.

UNTAES participated ini or sponsored economic reconstruction efforts, which Jacques
Klein the Transitional Administrator considered critical to lay the basis for lasting peace and
reconciliation. Besides hosting events such as Donors meetings that raised more than $50 million
dollars for economic reconstruction, UNTAES carried out or facilitated specific projects,
including the reconnection of telephone lines between towns, re-opening of the Zagreb-Belgrade
highway, and reconnecting the Adriatic Oul Pipeline between Croatia and the Federal Republic
of Yugoslavia.

UNTAES engaged in a host of other peacebuilding activities too numerous to mention i
detail. Very quickly they included aznong others, de-mining, weapons buy-back programs as a
part of deinilitarization, civil affairs efforts that included cverything from facilitating family
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Analysis

By most accounts, UNTAES was an unqualified success. It is an example of one of the
more comprehensive and intrusive of recent PS Os, which benefited in its operations by the
parties' c ommitment to fulfilling the terras of the Basic Agreement. Hurnan rights monitoring
was a prominent aspect of the operation that UNTAES Implemented effectively by involving local
organizations and individuals in the implementing commnittee. The electoral process, too, was a
success in part because the people and parties involved were given some responsibility for
managing the process.

-What is most striking about the operations was its depth and the thoroughness with which
its mandate was implemented. UNTAES seemed to be everywhere doing everything from. the
rerntegration of public institutions, to involvement in education and culture. It also operated
innovatively, for instance in its organization of a marketplace where people from ail sides in the
conflict could corne together and trade goods. Finally, the operation was notable in that it
provided for successor arrangements once the ?SO had lefi. This arrangement highlighted once
again thec growing importance of CIV.POL in modem PSOs and in providing continuity to a

to help further
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International Trade, November 12, 1998.

29move in a considered maniner and practice due diligence before approving any new ones . 2 Those
that are approved, however, will no doubt be civilian-military in composition and peacebuilding
in focus. This has been the trend for the Jast ten years and it seems to be only increasing in
intensity.

We need to remember, however, that intepositionary types of peacekeeping operations
held sway for some forty-years. Indeed, that approach stili characterizes the role that military
peacekeeping forces play, even ini modem missions. Remember, too, that today's operations
may be drastically different from pre-1989 missions but they are flot a reinvention of the wheel.PSOs are an outgrowth of traditional peacekeeping, slowly making advances.and adapting to newsituations and requirements. Change cornes about slowly in highly politicized organizations suchas the UN, so before looking at some of the challenges it is important to understand and

recognize the progress that has been made.

Overali, what is most significant perhaps is the intellectual development that has takenplace only a decade. It is clear from a review of the literature and fromn tallcng to practitioners
in Ottawa and New York that everyone involved in PSOs today, from the military to thoseworkIng in development agencies, consider these missions to be civilian-military affairs withpeacebuilding as an integral feature2 The saine could not be said ten-years ago when following
the operation in Narnibia those involved ini the mission from the UN in New York to the election
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note 3, P. 179, 1 u.

30

Progress at the United Nations

We should also be aware that flot inconsiderable imTprovemelits have taken place in the

management and planning for these operations. I 1993 the Mission Planning Service was

established as a part of the Departiflent of Peacekeeping Operations (DPKO) at the UN.

Responsible for providing advice in the planning of missions, it works with other units of DPKO,

for instance CIVPOL, as well as with specialists from other UN departments and agencies, along

with NGOS, in designing carefully integrated civilian-military plans for complex

to the
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i 1994, the Office of the High Coniniissioner for Huinan Rights was established and is
now aniong four departments, along with the Department of Political Affairs, the DpKO,
anid the OCRA, responsible for responding to complex emergencies.

Other new measures include:

the Rapid Deployable Mission
implemented, would deploy, i
essential core of civilian and
operation;

1996, which when
new operation, an
itial phases of an

* the Stand-i
can make

* the Multin,
countries 2

Secretary
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implementation, closure, and post-mission analysis.

I flhe saine document, Mr. Annan conimned the Departmnent of Political Affairs (DpA),
convenor of the Executive Committee on Peace and Security (ECPS), as the focal point at flhe

UN for post-conflict peacebuilding. In the interest of coordination, he noted the need for DPA

to work closely with the OHCHR, DPKO, UNHCR, IJNDP and flie World Bank. The ECPS

itself, in collaboration with other Executive Committees as appropriate, was made responsible for

designing and iniplementing post-conflict peacebuilding.

The appointment of DPA as the focal point for peacebuilding is belied somewhat by the

fact that it is flot a fll participant i flhc "strategic frameworks' initiative of the UTNDP and the

Office for flic Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (OCRA). This initiative, launched in 1997,
is attempting to develop greater coordination in field operations involving humanitarian, political,

other
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Committees established in 1997 ail have an interest ini peacebuilding39 It remains to be seen how
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they coordinate those interests -- or flot -- but the Strategic Frameworks experience does flot bode

well. And clearly, the enormous complexity of PSOs and the multiplicity of actors involved,
including NOOs outside the UN family, only furthcr complicates the coordination of PSOs in thec

field and at UN headquarters in New York.

Progress in the Field

As the mandates from the abovementioned ?SOs indicate, peacebuilding is integral to al

of the new missions. One of thec most significant indicators of this is the tendency for thec

Secretary General to appoint a civilian Special Representative as a head of mission in the field.

Ten-years ago the idea that everyone ini a peacekeeping mission would report to the SRSG would

have been considered ludicrous .30 Today it is de rigeur, especially in those situations where thec

UN has been asked to play a peacebuilding role.

The
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aspects of civil-military cooperation. (CIMIC), which pays due attention to peacebuilding. 2 Joint

Implementation Committees in UNTAES were used to brÎng local actors ini that mission into

dialogue on peaceful reintegration. The poolmig of civil and military resource, joint briefing

sessions, co-location of civil and military elements of the mission was also a highlight of

UTNTAES. In Rwanda, the Force Commander set up liaison teanis to advise hini on the civilian

side of the operation. This teani included political, humanitarian, legal, and human rights

advisors.

Stili, coordination remains a probleni in operations, as the IPA has noted, where a

multiplicity of UN actors is present and where humanitarian, military, political, human riglits and

development activities are all taking place:

There are far too many examples of inter-agency and inter-entity
rivalry in the field impeding progress by any UN actor and

UN on the part
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sustainability.u

This will require strategic tbinking and planning from the begînning of an operation, and
maybe even before. It will also require an emphasis where possible on capacity-buildig,
working with local actors, and institutionalizing peacebuilding as far as possible. As Michael
Doyle writes, using elections as an example, voters are only powerful for the five minutes it takes
to vote unless there is an institutional mechanism to translate democratic authority into,
bureaucratic practice." Resources are bound to corne into question here. The need is to, bring
alI the appropriate resources to bear at the appropriate stages. Thus, afier the ?SO leaves
responsibiîity should be handed to development agencies and banks for funding follow-on efforts.
This ineans, these organizations will need to be in on the planning froni the start, including where
possible planning the transition.

Challenges and Tentative Recommendations

Peace support operations are and will continue to be the art of the possible. Impediments
to effective and successful missions abound, including a lack of financial and manpower resources
at both the United Nations and i« Canada and a UN systern that is rife with politics and turf
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Challenge 1: Intra-state wars will continue ta plague the
international system and the caîl for PSOs to address these
situations ýwill grow not shrink

Canada needs to recogniize this challenge and understand that it cannot be everywhere at
once. We need to play to our strengths and deploy our resources strategically. This means
paying careful attention to, the mandate of each operation, reassuring ourselves that it is realistic,
doable and flexible enough to allow peacebuilding improvisation (and with discretîonary funds
provided to the SRSG to make that improvisation possible).

Canada should press to ensure that any operation it gets involved in has an effective and
proven SRSG at the helm and that he/she is supported by a deputy(s) who serves as both flic
humanitarian and development coordinator." Along with a Military Force Commander that
reports to flic SRSG this arrangement will ensure that at flic very Ieast ail aspects of the
operation, including how they interact, are duly considered at the top in the field. Infonmation
sharing and coordination will also be encouraged. In this regard, a transitional, coordinator should
be appointed to each operation to ensure a smooth handover to humanitarian or development
responsibles when flic PSO leaves. Altemnatively, responsibility for transitional coordination could
be made an explicit task of tic SRSG's deputy. To avoid turf wars, the ternis of reference of
thc SRSG sliould be clcarly deflned and developed in consultation with other agencies in flic
field.
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natural for the United Nations to, look to Canada as new operations arise. We need to be
prepared both intellectually and operationally to respond.

Operationally we need to look at the mechanisnxs we have and determine how they can
be strengthened. The Civilian Policing arrangement is a good one but underfunded. Police now
represent some 25 per cent of UN peacekeepers. If Robert Oakley and company are right they
are the wave of the future ini peace support operations.38

Police contribute in a nuniber of ways to peacebuilding especially with their emphasis on
cominunity-policing. They also provide continuity to an operation playing roles in every phase
of the transition to development, including in institution-building. Canada should work to boister
its strength in this regard by providing more funding for the Civilian Policing Arrangement.
Given the fact however that police manpower in Canada is finite3 ' more emphasis might also be
given to bringing recipients to Canada for training and increasing the budget for the Police
Training and Assistance Prograin.

At the UN, Canada should push to have a CIVPOL advisor attached to the office of the
Secretary General, similar to the arrangement for a military advisor. Canada should also consider
CIVPOL secondments to CIDA and or DFAIT.

Hunian rights, too, will continue to be a constant and prominent feature of the new PSOs.
Human rights arrangements and mechanisms need to be built into evcry mandate includinR the
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perhaps in cooperation with like-minded countries like Norway and Denark. Canadem is a good
start, but it is a roster flot a deployment mechanism.

Canada should flot underseil the military in ternis of peacebuilding. They cari move most
quickly to an environment and have the requisite skills and training to undertake peacebuilding
tasks. WVhile providing security will always be the military's main task, their ability to conduot
peacebuilding tasks when civilians are flot available to do so should flot be ignore.« This will
also redound to the benefit of the mission overali. Having suffered at the hands of combatants,
recipients ini war zones are usually wary of the military. Peacebuilding by the military cari
reassure them and build trust and confidence. 'The experience of troops in IFOR and SFOR is
a good recent example of how civil affairs operations cari benefit the people and the mission
without creating a dependency.4 ' (The saine holds truc for CIVPOL whose cornmnunity relations
emphasis allows wide scope for initiating or helping to facilitate peacebuilding projects).

While we need to develop better ways to mobilize civilian peacebuilders and deploy them
to the mission area as quickly as possible, we would be well advised also to push for the full
implementation of such aiready developed nicasures such as RDMHQ, SHIR-BRIG, and SBAS.
I this regard we also need to ensure that those troops and civilians mobilized have the requisite

skills to do tie job. It is one thing for a soldier to patrol a buffer zone and quite another to
provide training ini democratic military methods.

remains th1e most
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At the UN, Canada should push for peacebuilding mandates for the SRSG that accompany
the mandate establishing a mission. This will flot only promote peacebuilding as an integral part
of an operation, but provides the SRSG with overail authority for peacebuilding among ail the
UN agencies in the mission area enabling him to hamness and coordinate their contribution. Such
a mandate will allow the SRSG freedom, to improvise witbin the mission. Again, peacebuilding
trust funds that the SRSG can draw on to improvise should also, be a regular aspect of each
mission. Canada should be arnong the first to contrihute to such trust funds, even if they are flot
participating in the operation.

Canada should also, make the argument for strengthiening the capacity of DPKO or at least
ensuring that its capacity is not diminished when gratis military officers leave. As it stands, its
strength in training will be reduced-fromn eleven officer to two and its police unit will be reduced
from seven to two. We should also ensure that DPKO personnel makeup should reflect the
complexity of PSOs. While civilian police are represented on the staff no hunianitarian officer
is in house. This should be corrected. It might also talce the lead in mobilizing private sector
donations to the UN that could be dedicated to specific aspects of peacebuilding and PSOs and
make up for public sector shortfalls.

Canada needs to stress the importance of peacebuilding being sustainable and transférable
beyond the life of the PSO. Responsibility and ownership of peacebuilding projects should be
given to the locals as soon as that is possible. Mechanisms for continuous funding need to be
developed so projects do flot come to an end once the ?SO leaves. This issue goes to the need





Peacebuildîng task. Things like de-mining, reintegration, instîtutional reform do flot take placeover night or e'ven in a matter of weeks or months. A realistic mandate will provide both themission participants and the recipients with the confidence that the task will be seen through tothe end. Because funding of long-term mandates is ofien problematic, we need to be sure thatail the agencies, departmnents and organizations who inight be responsible for funding at differentphases, are consulted at the planning stage so that an agreed framework for transition isdeveloped at the outset of the mission. This will better help determine both the required Iengthof the mandate and its realism and hopefully reconcile the tension between short-te-m mandates
and long-tex-m peacebuilding.

Challenge 4 :Regional organizations will L'e a permanent and prommnent featureo/future PSOs and will talce the lead inz many circumstances. The challenge is toensure that they are fit and equipped to perfom the task in accordance with UNTprnclples.

I many ways this is a welcome development, but ini practice the record is mixed.4 2.egional organizations usually lack both operational and financiai resource and experience in)nducting PSOs. The motives of some troop-participaig countries in regional interventions'e sometirnes questionable. It also creates problerns of coordination and authority if the UN
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Prograin should emphasize peacekeeping and peacebuilding skills when training troops from
regional organizations. Participation by those troops at the ?earson Peacekeeping College should
be encouraged and subsidized. We should encourage the United Nations to share its vast
experience ini peace support operations and the lessons learned from those operations with
regional organizations through whatever means feasible MWe should also ensure that the UN
arrangements with regional organizations i PSOs respect Charter provisions and are run under
UN imprimatur. Canada should share its knowledge and experience through institutions like the
Commonwealth, the Francophonie and the OAS.

Challenge 5: Neitherfinancial nor human resources are infinite,
though the number of possible peacebuilding tasks seems to be.

Canada should concentrate on some critical, (dare I say it) niche tasks for which it has
expertise. Civilian police, as mentioned above, is one. Disarmament, Demobilization, and
Reintegration is another. This is a critical aspect of any PSO and a determining factor in the
long-terni success of peacebuilding. Since Canada is making children and armed conflict a
priority and child soldiers are an important aspect of that, focusing on DDR will double our
investmnent. A focus on DDR also reemphasizes the importance of the continuous long-tern view
of peacebuilding during ?SOs, since reintegration requires the participation of development
agencies and banks. This focus will reinforce our emphasis on sustainability. In emphasizing this
however, we need to pay due attention to civilians so that they do not perceive that the xnilitary,
at whose hands; they may have suffered, are disproportionately benefiting fromn their role.
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many of which have been raised in this paper. This needs to take place flot just in the heat of a
mission, but far in advance. The second is to regularly share information and knowledge among
experts and practitioners, again in a dispassionate environment.

There are a number of ways that these processes can take place. Last year in Britain the
British army participated ini Rebuild 97, a simulation that explored the civilian-military perception
of PSOs.43. Canada can engage in similar and regular scenario building or simulation exercises
that reflect the realities of PSOs on the ground, at the UN, and in Ottawa. Participants in these
simulations should include both civilian and military practitioners who engage in realistic and
perhaps reverse role playing. These simulations can provide the players with an appreciation of
each others perspectives and constraints as well as set the ground for better cooperation and
coordination.

Canada could organize regular conférences, perhaps biannually, of players fi'om the UN
and in the field to discuss problems, approaches, solutions and best practices. These conférences
could serve as reviews and progress reports. The opportunity (and excuse) for the first such
conference will take place in November this year on the tenth anniversary of the election in
Naniibia. This anniversary conference could provide a retrospective ofPSOs in the nineties since
UNTAG, and iclude those individuals -- from thec UN, the field, and Ottawa -- with experience
in recent and past operations dating back to 1989. The conference should address a host of recent
issues germane to the conduct of ?SOs (c.g. UN reform, coordination problems, working with
the World Bank), but would also look at the progress that lias been made. At least a part of the
conférence should look at Dolicv ontùinn fnr,,A ýI I--- 1
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Inter- and intra-departmentally there needs to be more frequent and regular sharing of

information, views and problems. While most of the people interviewed in Ottawa are singing
froin the saine songbook they tend to be carrying different tunes. Ini complex peace operations
it is important to make sure that input froin the different departinents, divisions, and agencies is
shared. Each is responsible for différent aspects of -the operation so their views will be critical
to the success of the operation and long-termn peacebuilding. It would also be worthwhile
whenever possible to set up an interdepartinental, task force or liaison teains whenever Canada
is participating in a PSO. This should include the usual governient suspects (DFAIT, DND,
CIDA) and NGOs. This would begin to improve coordination in Canada.

The governiment should also consider establishing a sinali dedîcated think tank to focus
on the developinent security-nexus, particularly peacebuilding during PS Os. This organization
could include, perhaps on a rotating basis, academics, experts, specialists, and practitioners with
recent experience ini the field, ini governnxent departmnents, i NOOS, and at the United Nations.
While independent of governnient, it might develop a practical research program in consultation
with the governinent. It could also provide issue specific policy analysis as required by the
government. Canada would then have ready at hand a specific group of experts knowledgable
and current on relevent on issues, themes, and regions relating to its peace and security
responsibilities.

There are no quick fixes to coordination probleins at the UN or in the field. But regular
sharing of perspectives and information, along with considered study of the issues, can go along
way toward building a shared understanding of issues and mutual cooperation to reach common
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corne a long way, in others there is a considerable road to travel. Thinking about PSOs as
integrated undertakings has advanced. enormously in the last few years, but our ability to
implement that tbinking stili lags. ?eace support operations suifer from seemingly time-honoured
problems: poor coordination, a lack of resources, and political infighting at the UN. The
tenden cy 'to rely on regional organizations with littie or no experience in "dernocratjc"
peacekeeping could bring us back to square one in a lot of ways.

StilI there have been significant successes, notably in UNTAG, ONUSAL, MINUGUA,
and UJNTAES to name a few. Much depends on the skill of the personnel involved and the
commitment of local actors. Future success will depend on providing the requisite resources, a
workable mandate, and commnitted cooperative personnel alI sharing the sanie aim.

Canada needs Io bring to the table realistic suggestions for ixnproving the planning,
deployment, and implementat ion of these complex operations. It also needs to provide resources,
both intellectual and financial, to support our participation in such missions. It is one thing to
wring your hands about what needs to be done and quite another to provide resources to help
ensure it happens.

ANNEXI1

Deflning Peacebulding
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Kofi Annan, the UN Secretary General described post-conilict peacebuilding recentlyas "action undertaken at the end of a con.flict to consolidate peace and prevent a recurrence ofarmed confrontation."4 More important, he noted that peacebuilding requires an integrated effortto address the various factors that have caused or are threatenîng a confict. Specifically, he notedthat peacebuilding may involve the creation or strengthiening of national institutions, monitoring
elections, promoting human rights, providing for reintegration and rehabilitation, progranis, and
creating conditions for resurned development.

Chetan Kumar elaborates on the Secretary-General's definition somewhat, pointing outthat it is important to consider not simply the basket of activities that can be undertaken to buildpeace but whether a self-sustainingprocess can be initiated for the pre-emptive management of
disputes."5

Most others who define peacebuilding approach it fromn a znuch broader perspective,allowing plenty of roorn for interpreting what is and isn l t peacebuilding. Fen Haxnpson, notesthat peacebuilding covers a wide range of activities and funictions associated with politîcal, social,and economnic reconstruction in war-torn societies.' Ranipson, as noted earlier, advises that suchactivities need to be linked to a negotiated peace settlement if they are to stand an>' chance of
success in building peace.

Canadian Foreign Minister Lloyd Axworthy describes peacebuilding as "a package of
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measures to strengthen and solidify' peace by building a sustainable infrastructure of humansecurity." He continues: "cl see peacebuilding as casting a life Uine to foundering societiesstruggling to end the cycle of violence, restore civility and get back on their feet." 47

Necla Tschirgi, reminds us that peacebuilding is an internationally-coied and promotedconcept that "refers primarily to the international comlnunjty's response to violent confljct, threatsof violent confict or the aftermath of such conficts." "Peacebuilding, then,"' she writes, "is thepoint of intersection between local realities and international response, what one observer hascalled the meeting point of 'two' anarchies'." 8 For the most part she relies on the definitions ofPeacebuilding provided in former UN Secretary General Boutros Ohali 's An Agenda for Peace,though she cites others who would expand the concept. One of these is Gareth Evans who definesPeacebuilding as a set of strategies which aim to ensure that disputes, armed conflicts and other-major crises do flot arise in the first place -- and if they do arise that they do flot subsequentîy
recur. 49

Clearly these perspectives, though slightly different one from the other, are hardlyconflicting and in many senses are wholly compatible and even complementary. They also placethe activities of most of today's ?SOs squarely within the parameters of what is conimonlyunderstood as peacebuiîding.

AIqNEX 11
Peacebuild±ng in Recent UN.PSOs
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